
Science

Stem Cell Research and Cloning
This past quarter, there were four significant developments in the field of stem 

cell biology and the technologies that are being used to obtain them. First, two 
research groups independently described the isolation o f a new type o f embryonic 
stem cell obtained from the mouse epiblast, a tissue found in post-implantation 
mammalian embryos that generates the body proper o f the embryo (I. G. M. Brons 
et al., “Derivation o f Pluripotent Epiblast Stem Cells from Mammalian Embryos,” 
and P. J. Tesar et al., “New Cell Lines from Mouse Epiblast Share Defining Features 
with Human Embryonic Stem Cells,” Nature, July 12, 2007). Unlike embryonic 
stem cells obtained from the inner cell mass—the mouse embryonic stem cells first 
isolated nearly a decade ago—these mouse post-implantation epiblast-derived stem 
cells share patterns o f gene expression typically found in human embryonic stem 
cells, suggesting that they are similar. Intriguingly, these epiblast stem cells were 
not able to generate animal chimeras when injected into a developing mouse blasto
cyst—the definitive test for pluripotency. However, both research groups presented 
evidence that these cells are able to develop into teratomas that contain the major 
cell types found in the adult animal, suggesting that they are indeed pluripotent. It 
is not clear how this new technology will affect the current public policy debate 
surrounding destructive human embryo research. Nevertheless, it does support the 
claims of those who have argued that a genuine slippery slope exists in this debate: 
inevitably, scientists will demand the right to create and to destroy more developed 
human embryos (and human fetuses?) in the name of scientific progress.

Next, human embryonic stem cells have been obtained from parthenotes, eggs 
that have been tricked into beginning development in the absence o f sperm. Elena 
Revazova and her colleagues at Lifeline Cell Technology have successfully cre
ated six unique parthenogenetic stem cells (phESC) that have the same potential to 
become any cell in the human body as embryonic stem cells derived from fertilized 
embryos (“Patient-Specific Stem Cell Lines Derived from Human Parthenogenetic
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Blastocysts,” Cloning and Stem Cells, September 2007). The team injected the 
phESC cells under the skin o f  several rodents and showed that they developed 
into teratomas. Moreover, they demonstrated that the phESC cells were capable o f 
becom ing heart muscle-like cells. Like epiblast stem cells, parthenogenetic human 
embryonic stem cells appear to be pluripotent. Incidentally, in a surprising postscript 
to the South Korean fraudulent cloning scandal, K. Kim and his colleagues have 
now published convincing data that demonstrates that the Korean stem cell line, 
previously claimed to have been derived from nuclear cloning, is in fact a human 
parthenogenetic stem cell line that shares genetic markers with bona fide human 
parthenogenetic embryonic stem cell lines (“Recombination Signatures Distinguish 
Embryonic Stem Cells Derived by Parthenogenesis and Somatic Cell Nuclear Trans
fer,” Cell Stem Cell, September 13, 2007). Once again, these developments raise an 
important philosophical question: Are human parthenotes bona fide human embryos? 
As I have argued elsewhere, there is evidence that human parthenotes have, from the 
very beginning, an intrinsic tendency to develop into teratomas because o f  a defect 
in parentally imprinted genes. I suggested that this defect so radically undermines 
the nature o f  the parthenote that it is not an embryo: embryos— like mature human 
beings— do not become tumors (though they could develop tumors!). In a recent 
paper published in Nature Biotechnology, M anabu Kawahara and colleagues in Ja
pan created bi-maternal embryos— note the different name, since they are not true 
parthenogenetic embryos—that were genetically engineered to lack two regions o f 
the mouse genome that are known to be paternally imprinted (“High-Frequency 
Generation o f  Viable Mice from Engineered Bi-M aternal Embryos,” Nature Bio
technology, September 2007). In contrast to mouse parthenotes that inevitably die in 
utero, these bi-maternal embryos were able to develop to maturity at rates equivalent 
to those o f  in-vitro-fertilized normal embryos. The authors conclude, “The results 
provide conclusive evidence that imprinted genes regulated by these two paternally 
methylated imprinting-control regions are the only paternal barrier that prevents the 
normal development o f  bi-maternal mouse fetuses to term .” Although there appear 
to be significant differences between mouse and human parthenotes— m ost signifi
cantly, in contrast to hum an parthenotes that become tumors, mouse parthenotes 
are able to develop to the fetal stage before dying— this study supports the claim 
that imprinted genes are essential for m am m alian development.

Third, there have been two advances in the ongoing effort to reprogram adult 
cells to create induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells. As I described in the last issue o f 
the Quarterly, several research groups were able to successfully create pluripotent 
stem cells by reprogramming adult mouse cells with four genes, Oct3/4, Sox2, c- 
myc, and Klf4. The original technique described earlier this year included a step that 
involved the initial modification o f  the adult cells so that the rare iPS cells created 
by the reprogramming could be identified and isolated using drug selection. This 
past quarter, two research groups, from M IT and UCSF, independently reported 
that they have simplified the technique so that the rare iPS cells could be isolated 
without the need for drugs (R. Blelloch et al., “Generation o f  Induced Pluripotent 
Stem Cells in the Absence o f  Drug Selection,” Cell Stem Cell, September 13, 2007; 
and A. Meissner, M. Wernig, and R. Jaenisch, “Direct Reprogramming o f  Geneti
cally Unmodified Fibroblasts into Pluripotent Stem Cells,” Nature Biotechnology,
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published online August 27, 2007). They were identified solely by their morphology. 
This would make it easier for scientists to use this technique to obtain patient-specific 
stem cells. Moreover, the UCSF group also showed that they could substitute the 
gene n-myc for the original gene, c-myc. As noted by several commentators, c-myc 
is a gene associated with cancer. This modification o f the original protocol raises the 
possibility that the reprogramming o f  adult cells will give rise to iPS cells that are 
less prone to tum or formation. The authors conclude: “Future studies should address 
the relative efficacy o f  n-myc versus c-myc in reprogramming and whether n-myc 
reactivation, like c-myc, results in tum or formation. The next critical milestones will 
be to develop approaches that induce pluripotency without viral integration and to 
translate these methods from mouse to hum ans.”

Finally, we note the recent report that describes the cloning o f  a m onkey em 
bryo — a first for the field. By modifying the original somatic cell nuclear transfer 
(SCNT) protocol to avoid using a DNA stain that could damage the donor nucleus, 
Shoukhrat M italipov and his colleagues at the Oregon Stem Cell Center o f  the Or
egon Health and Science University have successful cloned a primate embryo o f 
the monkey Macaca mulatta for the first time (“Reprogramming Following Somatic 
Cell Nuclear Transfer in Primates Is Dependent upon Nuclear Remodeling,” Human 
Reproduction, July 2007). Over 20 percent o f  the SCNT embryos reconstructed with 
fetal fibroblasts progressed to blastocysts with a genetic pattern similar to that found 
in normal fertilized embryos. The research team  was able to successfully harvest 
monkey embryonic stem cells from these blastocysts. This finding represents a proof 
o f  principle that therapeutic cloning to create patient-specific embryonic stem cell 
lines could work in primates.

A Biological Basis fo r Morality?

Is there a biological basis for the moral intuitions that inform our moral ju d g 
ments? In a comprehensive essay published in the premier scientific journal Science, 
Jonathan Haidt reviews the field o f  moral psychology, a discipline that seeks to unite 
social psychology, neuroscience, and evolutionary theory (“The N ew Synthesis in 
Moral Psychology,” Science, M ay 18, 2007). It is a discipline that seeks the biologi
cal basis for morality. According to Haidt, moral psychology is experiencing a new 
synthesis that was catalyzed by the “affective revolution” o f  the 1980s that brought 
together the study o f  morality and the study o f  emotion.

Haidt lists four principles that, in his opinion, are shaping this new synthesis. 
First, moral psychologists have shown that moral reasoning is preceded by moral 
intuition and that this m oral intuition has prim acy over the moral reason. Moral 
intuition involves the “fast, automatic, and (usually) affect-laden processes in which 
an evaluative feeling o f  good-bad or like-dislike (about the actions or character o f  
a person) appears in consciousness without any awareness o f  having gone through 
steps o f  search, weighing evidence, or inferring a conclusion.” Next, Haidt argues 
that moral psychologists have demonstrated that in hum an beings, moral thinking 
is for social doing rather than for knowing: “m oral reasoning is like that o f  a lawyer 
or politician seeking whatever is useful, whether or not it is true.” N ot surprisingly, 
according to Haidt, the ability to track reputations and burnish one’s own is crucial 
in m ost recent accounts o f  the evolution o f  morality. Third, for moral psycholo
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gists, morality binds and builds: “it constrains individuals and ties them  to each 
other to create groups that are emergent entities with new properties.” Thus, human 
morality serves to regulate and organize human societies. Even religion serves a 
utilitarian purpose— it unifies individuals into a single moral community and fosters 
cooperation. Finally, Haidt proposes that there are five psychological foundations, 
each with a separate evolutionary origin, upon which hum an cultures construct 
their moral communities. Thus, an authentic m orality based upon the best insights 
o f  evolutionary theory is about more than harm and fairness. It needs to embrace 
intuitions about authority, loyalty, and bodily and spiritual purity.

In response, though m uch can be said in critique o f  moral psychology— for 
instance, m any o f  its anthropological foundations remain unexamined— it is clear 
that classical philosophy will need to contend with its findings i f  it is to renew 
natural law ethics in light o f  the facts o f  hum an nature that are being discovered 
by biologists today.

Finally, this past quarter, two papers were published that are representative o f 
the science behind moral psychology today. These reports explore the biological 
significance o f  altruism, the selfless concern for the welfare o f  others, which was 
originally thought to be a uniquely human characteristic. First, Felix W arneken and 
his colleagues at the M ax Planck Institute in Leipzig, Germany, have discovered 
that chimpanzees were willing, to the same degree as hum an infants, to help an 
unfam iliar person even if  there was no hope or promise o f  a reward (“Spontane
ous Altruism by Chimpanzees and Young Children,” PLoSBiology, July 3, 2007). 
The chimpanzees did this even when their aid was costly, such as when they first 
had to climb a 2.5 m eter high ropeway in order to help the stranger. These results 
contradict earlier studies that had suggested that chimpanzees do not help strang
ers, neither unfam iliar humans nor unfam iliar chimpanzees, so it will be important 
to see i f  these results are animal- or laboratory-specific. Nevertheless, the authors 
conclude, “These results indicate that chimpanzees share crucial aspects o f  altru
ism with humans, suggesting that the roots o f  hum an altruism m ay go deeper than 
previous experimental evidence suggested.” Next, in a similar study, Claudia Rutte 
and M ichael Taborsky report that rats are capable o f  reciprocal generosity— they 
know how to be nice to strangers (“Generalized Reciprocity in Rats,” PLoS Biology, 
July 3, 2007). The team tested Norway rats and discovered that they were more 
likely to help another rat who had helped them  before. Surprisingly, they also found 
that rats that are helped by unfam iliar rats are more likely to help strangers to get 
food. This phenomenon, known as “generalized reciprocity,” is often observed in 
hum an beings— when someone finds m oney in the coin return o f  a public phone, 
experimental studies have shown that he is m uch more likely to help a stranger in 
need. A  current problem in moral psychology is to explain how such behavior could 
have evolved in animals.

Reproductive Biology and Early Mammalian Development

This past quarter, several papers dealing with hum an reproduction and early 
mam m alian development were published that raised ethical questions o f  interest to 
the bioethicist. First, a team  o f  Belgium scientists working at the Catholic Univer
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sity o f  Louvain report the first transplant o f  ovarian tissue between non-identical 
sisters (J. Donnez et al., “Allograft o f  Ovarian Cortex between Two Genetically 
Non-Identical Sisters: Case Report,” Human Reproduction, October 2007). Medical 
treatm ent o f  an inherited blood disorder had led to the failure o f  one sister’s ovaries, 
so she elected to receive three fragments o f  ovarian tissue from her younger sister. 
Six months after the transplant, the recipient sister began to menstruate. One year 
after the transplant, she underwent IVF using two mature eggs from her ovary and 
her husband’s sperm. The two embryos were able to develop for a b rief time but 
eventually stopped growing. Bracketing the moral problems associated with the 
IVF protocol, this technological developm ent raises the question, Is it morally licit 
to transplant reproductive tissue— either an ovary or a testicle— from one person 
to another even when the transplant does not lead to the sterilization o f  the donor? 
Clearly, organ donation can be and often is a great blessing. In his encyclical Evan- 
gelium vitae, Pope John Paul II taught: “The Gospel o f  life is to be celebrated above
all in daily living, which should be filled with self-giving love for others__ Over and
above such outstanding moments, there is an everyday heroism, made up o f  gestures 
o f  sharing, big or small, which build up an authentic culture o f  life. A particularly 
praiseworthy example o f  such gestures is the donation o f  organs, perform ed in an 
ethically acceptable manner, with a view to offering a chance o f  health and even 
o f  life itself to the sick who sometimes have no other hope” (n. 86). Nevertheless, 
I think that an argument can be made that the reproductive organs are so uniquely 
linked to the identity o f  a person and to his ability to give him self exclusively to 
another that their transplantation could lead to the same ethical problems raised by 
the heterologous donation o f gametes.

Next, in a survey o f  2,210 infertility patients, Anne Lyerly and Ruth Faden have 
found that six o f  ten o f  respondents would be willing to donate their surplus IVF 
embryos for stem cell research (“W illingness to Donate Frozen Embryos for Stem 
Cell Research,” Science, July 6, 2007). Remarkably, 28 percent o f the respondents 
were somewhat or very likely to donate their embryos simply to improve cloning 
techniques for m edical science. The authors conclude that i f  their findings are 
representative, one hundred thousand o f  the approximately four hundred thousand 
hum an embryos currently stored in IVF clinics throughout the country should be 
“donatable” to the research community.

Finally, two papers about the biology o f the earliest mammalian embryo made 
headlines this past quarter. First, the often-cited paper by Kaushik Deb et al. that 
suggested that the protein Cdx-2 is an essential determinant for the organization o f 
the mammalian embryo has been retracted by its senior author (“Retraction o f Deb 
et al., Science 311 [5763] 992-996,” Science, July 27, 2007). It appears that the lead 
scientist on the team— an individual who has since left the scientific profession— was 
responsible for falsifying and fabricating the digital images that supported the main 
findings o f  the paper. This paper had been used to defend the liceity o f altered nuclear 
transfer using Cdx-2, more specifically, and to affirm the most basic organization o f 
the mammalian embryo from the very beginning. In light o f  this retraction, it is now 
not clear to me if  the original ANT proposal using Cdx-2 would, in fact, lead to the 
creation o f an ANT product that is not an embryo. Finally, Maria-Elena Torres-Padilla
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et al. have demonstrated that organization appears early in the mouse embryo: cells in 
the mouse embryo can differ in their developmental fate and potency as early as the 
four-cell stage (“Histone Arginine Methylation Regulates Pluripotency in the Early 
Mouse Embryo,” Nature, January 11, 2007). In other words, at the four-cell stage, 
each individual cell is already a “part” that makes up the “whole” which is the embryo. 
Moreover, this difference among the four cells can be attributed to the presence of 
specific chemical markers on the genes. Artificially changing these chemical markers 
in individual cells of the embryo forced them to become cells o f the inner cell mass 
(ICM), the cells that will eventually give rise to the body proper o f the embryo. In my 
mind, it raises two questions: If  we were to manipulate these chemical markers in an 
egg using ANT, would we be able to create cells that all have the properties of ICM 
cells? If so, could these cells be used to generate embryonic stem cells?
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